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poet who was persecuted
during the Inquisition and
spent much of his adult life
imprisoned because of his
heterodox views. He is best
known today for two works:
The City of the Sun, a dialogue
inspired by Plato’s Republic, in
which he prophesies a vision of
a unified, peaceful world
governed by a theocratic
monarchy; and his wellmeaning Defense of Galileo,

Life of Michael Angelo, tr.
by F.E. Bunnett - Herman
Friedrich Grimm 1865
Selected Philosophical
Poems of Tommaso
Campanella - Tommaso
Campanella 2011-02-15
A contemporary of Giordano
Bruno and Galileo, Tommaso
Campanella (1568–1639) was a
controversial philosopher,
theologian, astrologer, and
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which may have done Galileo
more harm than good because
of Campanella’s previous
conviction for heresy. But
Campanella’s philosophical
poems are where his most
forceful and undiluted ideas
reside. His poetry is where his
faith in observable and
experimental sciences, his
astrological and occult wisdom,
his ideas about deism, his antiAristotelianism, and his calls
for religious and secular
reform most put him at odds
with both civil and church
authorities. For this volume,
Sherry Roush has selected
Campanella’s best and most
idiosyncratic poems, which are
masterpieces of sixteenthcentury Italian lyrics,
displaying a questing mind of
great, if unorthodox, brilliance,
and showing Campanella’s
passionate belief in the
intrinsic harmony between the
sacred and secular.
La Pastorella nobile. A
comic opera in two acts [by
S. Zini]. Performed at the
King's Theatre, etc. Ital. &
Eng - 1800
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Meditatione sulla povertà di
Santo Francesco: scrittura
inedita del Secolo XIV.
[Edited by P. Fanfani and E.
Bindi.] - Saint Francis (of
Assisi) 1847
Public Relations in the Local
Community - Louis B.
Lundborg 1898
La Commedia di Dante
Alighieri. Con comento
compilato su tutti i migliori,
e particolarmente su quelli
del Lombardi, del Costa, del
Tommaseo e del Bianchi, da
Raffaele Andreoli. Prima
edizione napoletana fatta
sull'ultima di Lemonnier.
[With “Vita di Dante
Alighieri” by G. Boccaccio.] Dante Alighieri 1856
A variant. Il Fuggilozio, etc Tommaso COSTO 1601
A Pictorial Chronicle of
Siena - William Heywood 1902
Sicura guida
all'incivilemento ed al
progresso sociale.
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Conti di W.... - Odoardo
SCARLATA 1844

(La) rete apostolica nel
mare del mondo, alla pesca
dell' huomo - Bartolomeo di S.
Francesco 1710

Life of Michael Angelo Herman Friedrich Grimm 1872
Wellington. Poemetto del
Marchese A. Solari. And
Wellington proved to be the
greatest warrior of ancient and
modern times, by C. H. Solari.
Illustrated with notes - Antonio
Marquis GOVION BROGLIO
SOLARI 1820

Bibliografia ariostesca Giuseppe Jacopo Ferrazzi 1881
Life of Michel Angelo - Herman
Friedrich Grimm 1909
First Italian Reader - Stanley
Appelbaum 2012-08-29
Beginning students of Italian
language and literature will
welcome these selections of
poetry, fiction, history, and
philosophy by 14th- to 20thcentury authors, including
Dante, Boccaccio, Pirandello,
and 52 others.
La Santità prodigiosa, vita di S.
Brigida Ibernese, etc - Giacomo
CERTANI 1695

The Life of Michael Angelo
Buonarroti, 2 - John Scandrett
Harford 1857
Studies in Dante - Edward
Moore 1899
I. Dante as a religious teacher,
especially in relation to
Catholic doctrine. II. Beatrice.
III. The classification of sins in
the "Inferno" and "Purgatorio".
IV. Dante's personal attitude
towards different kinds of sin.
V. Unity and symmetry of
design in the "Purgatorio".
VI.Dante and Sicily. VII. The
genuineness of the "Quaestio
de Aqua et Terra".
Guasto è il mondo - Tony Judt
guasto-il-mondo

Commedie di Pietro Aretino
Nuovamente rivedute e
corrette, aggiuntavi lÓrazia,
tragedia del medesimo
autore - Pietro Aretino 1875
Prediche Quaresimali ...
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B. Gamba, with “Notizie
intorno alla vita ed agli scritti
di L. da Porto scritte da G.
Milan.”] - Luigi da PORTO 1832

dette nel 1815, nella Chiesa
Metropolitana di Torino,
rivedute, ampliate e
corredate di annotazioni Prospero TONSO 1839

Selections from the Italian
Poets - Ernesto Grillo 1917

Del principio supremo della
metodica e di alcune sue
applicazioni in servigio
dell'umana educazione. Opera
postuma. (Pedagogia e
metodologia ... vol. 1.) [Edited
by F. Paoli.] - Carlo de'.
ROSMINI 1857

Flora biblica, ovvero
Spiegazione delle piante
menzionate nella Sacra
Scrittura, etc - Paolo Cultrera
1861
Studies in Dante - Edward
Moore 1896

Le Jardin d'Amour, ou le
Vendangeur. Poëme traduit
littéralement de l'italien ...
par C. F. Mercier. Ital. & Fr Luigi TANSILLO 1798

Studies in Dante. First Series Edward Moore 1899

La Circe dialogues, in
imitation of Plutarch Giovanni Battista GELLI 1600

The Life of Michael Angelo
Buonarroti; with
Translations of Many of His
Poems and Letters. Also
Memoirs of Savonarola,
Raphael, and Victoria
Colonna - John Scandrett
HARFORD 1857

Lettere storiche scritte
dall'anno 1509, al 1512, da L.
da Porto, Vicentino, primo
autore della celebre novella
Giulietta e Romeo. [Edited by

Rivista delle collazioni dei SS.
Padri mandate alla luce dal
can. T. Bini. [A review by V.
Nannucci of the
“Volgarizzamento delle

Vite De' Pittori E Scultori
Ferraresi - Girolamo Baruffaldi
1844
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collazioni dei SS. Padri di G.
Cassiano,” edited by T. Bini.] Telesforo BINI 1856

Eranos between 2008 and
2011. This project follows the
path of the original model of
Eranos, especially the aspect of
dialogue, searching for
understanding and deepening
crucial themes in the
contemporary world. Contents:
2011 Eranos Conference:
About Fragility in the
Contemporary World
2008–2011 Fetzer Institute
Dialogues at Eranos – The
Power of Love: - Love in the
Esoteric Traditions - Love in
the History of Eranos - Love
and Beauty in the Visual Arts Love and the Social Bond Love and the Musical Arts
2010–2011 Eranos-Jung
Lectures The Greek word
‘Eranos’ means a ‘banquet’, to
which every guest contributes.
From 1933 onwards, the
Eranos Conferences took shape
in Ascona-Moscia
(Switzerland), springing from
the idea of Olga Fröbe-Kapteyn
to create a ‘Meeting Place of
East and West’. Under the
influence of the psychologist
Carl Gustav Jung and other
prominent leaders of that era,
the Eranos Conferences found

Eranos Yearbook 70:
2009/2010-2011 - Eranos
Foundation
The 70th volume of the Eranos
Yearbooks presents the work of
the last three years of activities
at the Eranos Foundation
(2009–2011). It includes the
papers given on the theme of
the 2011 conference, About
Fragility in the Contemporary
World, together with talks
given on the occasion of the
seminar cycle entitled, Eranos
Jung Lectures, which took
place during the years
2010–2011 to commemorate
the 50th anniversary of Carl
Gustav Jung’s passing. Eminent
international scholars gathered
to share their work, presented
here primarily in English, along
with some chapters in Italian.
This publication carries
additional special meaning in
further consolidating the
collaboration with the Fetzer
Institute by presenting the
manuscripts of the Dialogues
on the Power of Love, held at
guasto-il-mondo
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their way towards symbolical,
archetypal, and mythological
motifs. The Eranos gathering is
symbolized by its famous
Round Table, the image and
meaning of which inspired
many of the leading thinkers of
the 20th century. For more
than 70 years, depth
psychologists, philosophers,
theologians, orientalists,
historians of religions as well
as natural scientists find at
Eranos a unique place where
they could meet and exchange
views. The rich collection of
Eranos Yearbooks bears
testimony to an immense and
original work accomplished in
various fields of learning.
Il Comento Alla Divina
Commedia - Giovanni
Boccaccio 1918

Il Comento Alla Divina
Commedia: Continuazione del
Comento alla Divina commedia.
Argomenti in terza rima alla
Divina commedia. Rubriche in
prosa alla Divina commedia.
Nota. Indice dei nomi Giovanni Boccaccio 1918

Palio and Ponte - William
Heywood 1904

Documenti inediti
risguardanti la storia della
Valsassina e delle terre
limitrofe ... Raccolti,
annotati e pubblicati dall'
ingegnere G. Arrigoni. vol.
1. fasc. 1-3 - Giuseppe
ARRIGONI 1857

Origine e progressi delle
belle lettere italiane. Corso
critico-esegetico ... Volume
unico. Dall'epoca del
Risorgimento a tutto il
secolo XV. [A revised and
much enlarged edition of
part of the author's “Saggi
di belle lettere italiane.”] Michele CIMORELLI 1845
Sonetti ... finqui inediti.
[Edited by D. Moreni.] L.P. Anton Maria Salvini 1823

Contributions to the Textual
Criticism of the Divina
Commedia - Edward Moore
1889
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